Curb and sidewalk shall be Portland Cement concrete, 3000 psi.

**MONOLITHIC CURB AND SIDEWALK**

**CURB PATCH**

- Sawcut (E) A.C. full depth
- Type 'A' Asphalt Concrete patch (hot mix)
- 0.7' Class 2 Agg. Base backfill (95% min. relative compaction)
- 6" min., 0.30' min.* depth if greater
- *match (E) depth if greater

**CONCRETE CURB ONLY**

- 1" radius
- 4" max.
- 6" 4"
- 1" min.
- Class 2 aggregate base
- 1" min.

**CONCRETE CURB - NON-MONOLITHIC**

- 1" radius
- 4" max.
- 4" 4"
- #4 Rebar (curb-only)

**NOTES:**

1. Refer to City Resolution No. 6219 for additional information regarding concrete curb and sidewalk specifications.
2. All existing sidewalk areas being replaced shall be sawcut along and replaced to the nearest scoreline. Thoroughly tack coat all vertical surfaces prior to paving with AC.
3. Forms shall extend the full depth of the face of curb.
4. Sidewalk constructed within the radius of street intersections shall have a minimum thickness of 6" and be finished to appropriate ADA standards.
5. Weakened plane joints shall be installed in all sidewalks and curbs at intervals between 10' and 15', at the extension of property lines at street intersections, at both ends of all drop curb entrances, and at the property line where concrete is continuous across the property line. Weakened plane joints shall be installed in the curbs continuously with the weakened plane joints in the adjacent sidewalk.